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ABSTRACT 
MANET (Mobile Ad-hoc Network) is one of the brilliant techniques in wireless communication. MANET is implementing very 
easily, where we want to construct wireless network and self-configuring infrastructure less network. Some one of the nodes are 
vulnerable to various types of attacks and they are reducing Packet flow and increasing packet dropping in the network due to lack 
of centralization, topology changes and open medium. Hence, it is important to develop a Trust Secure Routing Protocol to protect 
the nodes from Packet dropping Attacks. In this work, a new concept is proposed to deal with routing misbehaviour. Misbehaviour 
nodes are detecting and isolating in the network. Proposed concepts are detecting selfish attacks by time delay or 
acknowledgement cancelling and malicious nodes identified by Neighbour node Trusted based (NNT) Concepts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 MANET have a number of nodes and connected by wireless link. Nodes may communicate with each other 

through direct link method or indirect. Nodes communicated directly with in the radio range in direct link 

method. If destination is out of the radio ranges of the node, then they connecting with intermediated 

neighboring nodes in a multi-hop technique. MANET is a infrastructure less wireless network and it have n’t 

centralized unit. Nodes are connected dynamically with short distances and self-configuring network. It is 

constructed very easily with low cost. It is suitable for using emergency place where network not available, such 

as military, Industry work and medical argent situation. 

 Nodes are connected by various types of routing protocol concepts. Basically they are two types Reactive 

and Proactive protocols. In Reactive, routes are determined when path required to destination, it’s a on-demand 

routing protocol (AODV, DSR, etc.,),where as in proactive protocol, all nodes maintain tables representation , 

the entire topology of the network (OLSR, DSDV, etc.,). Usually routing protocols are connected every nodes in 

the network and nodes behaves cooperatively with other nodes and most probably assumed not malicious. If any 

of the cooperative nodes are not responding with other nodes name as selfish attack or externally any other 

unknown nodes are entering between cooperative nodes and affect the network operations is called malicious 

attacks. Attack in the nodes classified in two types, namely passive and active attacks. Passive attacks do not 

affect the network function but monitored by third party, like eavesdropping. Where as in active attacks, adding 

packet to invalid destination into the network, deleting packets, and modifying the route path between sources to 

destination may happen. 
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Fig. 1: Mobile ad-hoc Network.  

 

 In MANET, misbehaving nodes modified network function, so would like to detected and avoided in 

network, then only network nodes behave well. In this work, focus on Packet Dropping in the network. Selfish 

and Misbehavior node only degrade the performance in routing path. Exclusively, nodes are discovered the path 

and maintain that, but packets are not forwarded to other due to various reasons of control overhead and false 

alarm rate and missing to detected the misbehavior node. The node battery energy save in dry stage, node act as 

selfish, they not forward any data to others [7]. 

 Misbehaving nodes handled by various concept, one of the technique is Watchdog method [10][11][12], here 

each sender node monitored by the next nodes transmission. If any intermediated nodes identified as malicious 

then eliminate that particular node in the routing path. But watchdog have some drawback, misbehaving node 

not able to detect at ambiguous collision and Receiver collusion. Such kinds of problem, watchdog not 

determines whether a node has forwarded a packet or not.  

 In 2ACK concepts [12], Packet send node expected two Acknowledgements from two hop neighbor node. 

If not received two ACK packet after sending. Then next node considered as misbehaving. Sometime second 

hop neighbor node not sending ACK, so first hop node mistakenly identified as malicious. 

 The focus of this is paper, discussed packet dropping Attacks in the node and improving node performance. 

Misbehavior node in the network is detected by Neighbor node Trusted concept (NNT) and Selfish node 

identified by Time interval between the node. Usually RREQ packet send by source node, if not received any 

RREP, then Packet resend by source and finalize whether the node is selfish or not. If Packet RREP delivery 

ration is lesser then previous approach and its performance compared by neighboring node under trusted 

concept. 

 The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II a short intra of existing work on 

Misbehavior Detection. Section III discuss the concept of proposed method Section IV proposed algorithm and 

data flow diagrams. In section V the simulation results are given final clarification are existing in Section VI 

 

RELATED WORKS: 

 Here, we inspect to against of various routing attacks in MANET Routing Protocol. 

 Antesar M.Shabut [2], Avoid the selfish and misbehaving nodes of bad-mouthing, ballot-stuffing and 

collusion attacks under the concept of Trust computation, Recommendation manager component and Cluster 

manager components. But if any new node injected in network, it trusted by indirect method, that is trustworthy 

are given by some prediction value. After repeated recommendation evaluation only gave best trustworthy.  

 In DSR protocol[1], Gray hole and Collaborative black-hole attacks are reducing the packet delivered ratio, 

Cooperative bait detection Scheme(CBDS) of routing mechanism is detecting and controlling that kind of 

attacks. But CBDS only suitable for black hole and grey hole attacks and not suitable for other type of attacks, 

taking more time to complete the process and high end to end delay. 

 AASR [4], using group signature and Key-encrypted onion routing able to transfer information very secure, 

higher throughput and lower packet loss ratio, but higher packet delay due to security mechanism. Selfish node 

not able to identified in this work, if may be used watchdog model, selfish node also recognized. 

 In DCFM [3], Denial of Service attack is isolated in victim nodes in the OLSR protocol and improved that 

performance more. But under estimation of false positive, legitimate nodes that are mistakenly suspected as 

malicious. Even when we suspect a node as malicious we are allowed to appoint it as an additional Multi point 

Relay (MPR). 

 OMD & AAMD[5], each node overhear the transmissions of its neighbors and calculates packet forwarding 

ratio of its own as well as its neighbors. Source node uses the calculated information to identify a misbehaving 
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node and agent residing at a node is activated using the activation key generated by a trusted third party to verify 

the misbehavior of the node. It’s reducing communication overhead and reducing time to identifying 

misbehavior node. But misbehavior nodes traced by third party verification system, if nodes are increasing in 

the network, node will also increases as more number of agents that are residing at the nodes need to be 

activated. 

 The Improved Acknowledgment based scheme [8] is detected and isolated selfish or malicious nodes. 

Malicious nodes are detected by sending acknowledgement packets and counting the number of data packets of 

active path. But packets are sending without authentication, so security systems are affected.  

 In DSR+2ACK [ 6] , packet dropping of misbehavior nodes are identified by 2 hopping concepts. Therefore 

when node received packets then they want to send acknowledgement to two hop neighboring node, so can’t 

decide which one of the node associated with that link are misbehaving. This problem solved in PFC 

Technique[7] (Principle of Conservation of flow), PFC monitoring keeps running in background on each node 

to gather inflow and outflow metrics associated with each neighboring node. so for increasing communication 

overhead in the networks. 

 

PROPOSED METHOD: 

A. AODV: 

 Ad-hoc on demand routing protocol used to established route to destination when needed to transmitting the 

data packets. AODV identified more and most recent path. In DSR route requested send by source in all 

directions in the network, if its reach the destination and ACK replied by destination. But in AODV source node 

and intermediated nodes store the next-hop information corresponding to each flow for data packet transmission 

and simultaneously node update the path information in the network.  

 

B. Selfish Attack:  

 Its very important issues in MANET, at low battery condition, node behaves as selfish for save its own 

resources. That particular node not responded with adjacent node and not ready to receive or forward the 

packets. Usually sender node sending RREQ packet to adjacent node, if may be RREQ given to Selfish, that 

node is not send any RREP to sender node. After some delay, again RREQ send by sender node and then also 

silence maintained by the selfish node. Then Sender predicted that node is a selfish and disconnected link 

between them. In figure-2, S sending RREQ to neighboring node, where selfish not send any RREP to S, so 

after some time interval node again send RREQ to Selfish and if not received any RREP for second request. 

Then S node decided node SFA is selfish node and isolated by other node. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: n5-Selfish Attack in MANET. 

 

C. Misbehavior node: 

 MANET packet dropping attack is launched by malicious node. Malicious adjacent node is misbehaving in 

the network. Its create wrong path between two end of the node, generated altered information between sources 

to destination, send only limited packet to the next hop node and or disconnect link between the node. This 

malicious node is identified by Neighbor Node Trusted condition (NNT) and increasing adjacent node 

utilization factor. Any node identified as malicious in the path, routes is altered and informed to other 

neighboring node .In fig.2 node S sending RREQ packet to destination D via adjacent node in the path. Where 

they traced shortest path is S, N2, N3, N6 and D. where node N9 is tested by NNT concept and identified is a 

malicious. So N9 node is isolated by other nodes and terminated in network. 
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Fig. 3a: Neighbor node Trusted concept. 

 

 Neighbor node Trusted concept used to identified misbehavior node very easily in the network. Sender node 

S maintain adjacent node Packet Forwarding Ratio (PFR) in Register form. Sender node sending control packet 

request (ReqPDR) to next hop adjacent node and receiving Replay (RepPDR) and update in Register lists. 

Received Packet forwarding ratio is not matching with previous PFR. Then Sender node Checking PFR of the 

adjacent node in Neighbor node List and decide that adjacent node whether malicious or not. In fig .3 Sender 

sending Control packet to node R and compared Received PFR value with previous data. If they not matching, 

then adjacent node R trusted by neighboring node of N1 and N2. Trusting concept (NNT) is elucidating in 

Section IV 

 

PROPOSED ALGORITHM: 

(A).Algorithm for detection of Misbehavior nodes in route path: 

 Sender nodes checking the adjacent node utilization by Packet delivery ratio. By following steps 

 

Step 1. Initially Set Adjacent node (AN) Packet delivery      

Ratio(PDR) maintained zero (η0=0) in each sender node, maintained in register form 

Step 2. Sender(S) Send RREQ to AN 

Step3. If sender not received RREP by AN,  

Step4. After delay Interval (t=t1) Again S Sending second    

 Request (2RREQ) to the same AN. 

Step5. If 2RREQ = = Null, then 

S decides, AN → selfish and isolated. 

S informed to other neighbor node, 

AN →selfish & isolated in the entire Network. 

Else 

S Send ReqPDR to AN 

RepPDR Updated in Register (η)  

 End if 

If η! = η0 then  

S verified Neighbors Node (NN) register PDR value of AN  

If NN-PDR== S-PDR then 

AN → malicious 

Else 

AN→ Send RREQ to next hop 

 End if 

Else 

AN→ send RREQ to next hop  

End if 
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(B) Data Flow Diagram: 

 
 

Fig. 3b: Data Flow Diagram 

 

SIMULATION RESULT: 

 The simulation is executed by using ns- 

 

2. We proposed NTT algorithm to detected PFR of various node. For simulation we considered 20 nodes, Grid 

size 800 X 800, Packet traffic is Constant bit rate on UDP, Packet bit rate 512 and Packet 

Interval 0.25. Misbehaviors and selfish nodes are randomly selected in the network.  

 In Simulation, source and destination nodes also randomly selected with in the 20 nodes. Packet dropping in 

the misbehaving nodes is considered either continuously or selectively. Randomly selected source node send 

RREQ packet to destination to trace the shortest path by AODV protocol. In the simulation packet dropping 
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employed under the condition of selfish and various condition of misbehaviors. If misbehavior found by NNT, 

then new path traced by sender.  

 
TABLE I: SIMULATION PARMETER 

S.No Parameters Values 

1 Radio Range of Single Node 250m 

2 MAC layers Protocols IEEE 802.11 

3 Traffic Pattern CBR 

4 Packet bit rate 512 

5 No. of nodes 20 

6 Packet Interval 0.25 s 

7 Simulation Time 300s 

8 Mobility Model Random way Point model 

 

 For this proposed method considered Packet dropped and End-to-End delay by malicious node, calculation 

time duration to made path between sources to destination. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Performance comparison in Difference numbers of Malicious node - Packet Delivery Ratio 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Performance Comparison in Different numbers of malicious node – End-to-End Delay 

 

 As a result, two simulations are performed in AODV and NNT Algorithm. In Fig.4 comparing Packet 

delivery ratio and Fig.5 comparing the End-to End Delay of AODV and NNT. If increasing malicious in the 

network, then also NNT simulation result provide better PDR and End-to-End delay. 

 

Conclusion: 

 The Packet Dropping is major issues in the Mobile Ad-hoc Network. They are reduced Route Path Packet 

delivery ratio and increasing the time delay. Usually Packet dropping is deal by malicious node in the networks. 

The proposed Algorithm NTT scheme detected Misbehavior node in the network and Isolated from route path 

and also informed to other neighboring node and isolated in the network. Finally, malicious node separated in 

the network and improving the performance o PDR. In Future, deal colluding attack in the AODV routing 

protocol. 
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